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Abstract
The financial organizations try to cut the cost of partisans over direct deal with the clients and
share information with the Internet users plus encourage clients to pay on-line. One of the core
difficulties confronted by Organizations in terms of dealing and paying on-line that Internet users
are anxious and averse to send sensitive information over the Internet. Actually clients are
afraid that through the transactions hackers and Internet interlopers will bargain their
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information. This study proposes that there are some security characters such as
authentication, authorization, privacy and encryption can influence user’s perceptions of security
for electronic finance transactions and contribute on the road to enhancing customers'
observations that the E-finance transactions are confident and safe to send over sensitive
information and pay on-line.
Keyword: Cyber security, Clients, Hacking, E-finance transactions. Electronic payments

INTRODUCTION
The appearance of Internet, the enhancement of Information Technology, and the rapid
evolution of wireless telecommunication between institutes and individuals have influenced the
financial system significantly and also have enlarged the use of Electronic Finance E-Finance
locally as well as comprehensively (Tao & Shin ,2010).
Electronic Finance has affected businesses, individual consumers and has also
modification the trading dealings. Most institutions need to implement the new technology in the
new environment and improve their businesses efficiency to gain competitive advantage and to
be successful in the worldwide economy.
One of the fresh challenges in the competitive and worldwide economy is E-Finance plus
electronic payment. E-finance technology is considered one of the most major causes to
increase competitive advantage in the worldwide economy. Thus organizations try to grow the
trading of information and electronic payment, and increase the means of transactions between
exchange partners (suppliers and customers). This can be done breaking the blocks that limit
information sharing. When the capacity of transactions and information distribution increases;
the level of the linked risk will also rises. Hence organizations need to certify the security of data
and the system itself to defend the clients’ information being shared (Ratnasingham, 1998).
Nowadays most organizations try to complete their data exchange with E-Finance and
gain from the related cost saving and convenience offered to clients, at the similar time they
want appropriate security system to ensure that during the financial transactions and electronic
payment, all customers’ information will be protected. The researchers noticed that privacy is a
significant important factor influencing e-businesses and E-Commerce Therefore electronic
payment technology need to provide security mechanisms as a sufficient protections in the
form of digital signatures, encryption and Web seal assurances…etc., whereby e-finance users
perceptions can be gained. The fast growth of Internet and E-Finance usage require a fast and
similar growth in security system to satisfy the E-Finance) users especially those who use the
electronic payment transactions
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EXISTING LITERATURE
Evolution of Electronic Payment
Organizations were used to treaty with financial trades in the traditional method such as paper
Work. But with start of communication and internet technology best of financial Techniques
dealt with it automatically.Though the attendance of internet and the advance of electronic
communications technology influence radically the growth of E-Finance. Accordingly E- finance
defined as the provision of financial facilities and market by electronic communication and
computation (Shamim ,2007).
Electronic payment systems started since a quit long time. However in developed
countries the interbank payment system was activated by telephone networks and mainframe
networks. Furthermore, in 1970s Automated Clearing House (ACH) produced in the US) in
order to create payment of pays and other vital payments. Meanwhile European Giro system
apply electronic plan in order to decrease paper work as it is in credit cards organizations. On
the other hand, the number of Automated Teller Machine (ATM) has greater than before from
18,500 in 1980 to 324,000 in 2000 and then increased by time to be well spread in the new
year’s (Laukkanen et al., 2002)).
Internet Banking Methods
The Internet banking refers to the implementation above the Internet of trade and commercial
banking services with individual and company customers with bank transfers, payments,
settlements, documentary collections, credits, card business and others (Goldfinger ,2001).
Global banking figures from the Bank of International Settlements and the European
Central Bank shows that the general payment tools used for the payment of day-to-day
purchases include cash, checks, debit cards, and credit cards. In general, EPS can be classified
into five categories ) et al ,2003) which are listed below:
1. Electronic-cash: transactions are established by the interchange of electronic currency.
2. Pre-paid card: clients use a pre-paid card for a specified quantity through making an entry of
the sole card number on merchant sites. The rate of the card is reduced via the volume paid to
the merchant.
3. Credit cards: a server validates customers and confirms with the bank whether adequate
resources are obtainable prior to procurement; charges are posted anti a customer’s account;
and the customer is payable later for the charges and fees the balance of the account to the
bank.
4. Debit cards: a customer keeps a positive balance in the account, and cash is withdrawn from
the account when a debit transaction is achieved.
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5. Electronic checks: an organization electronically settles transactions among the buyer’s bank
and the seller’s bank in the structure of an electronic check.
The main motivation for e-commerce and e-business is to offer a more effective service,
primarily in terms of costs. Hence, paying online with traditional payment systems such as credit
cards is rather inconsistent, agreed that credit cards are one of the maximum costly of all
accessible mainstream payment means for together end consumers and merchants, overcome
perhaps just via paper checks (Laudon &Traver,2004).
There are numerous limitations of traditional payment systems in the perspective of ecommerce can be defined. Current payment systems, such as credit cards, are inadequate for
trade customer digital commerce from the following viewpoints as:
1-Lack of usability: Available payment systems for the Internet need from the client to present a
vast amount of information, or create payments by complex developed web site interfaces. E.g.
credit card payments by a web site are not the easiest way to pay, as these need entering broad
amounts of personal data and contact features in a web form (Abrazhevich ,2004).

2-Lack of security: Existing payment systems for the Internet are an easy target for theft cash
and personal information. Consumers have to present credit card or payment account features
and other personal information online. This data is sometimes transmitted in an un-secured
way. In practice this happens even in spite of introduction of secure transactions mechanisms,
such as Secured Socket Layer. Providing these details by mail or over the telephone also
entails security risks (Guttmann ,2003).

3-Lack of trust: Consumers tend not to trust offered systems with the long history of fraud,
misuse or low reliability. In the present situation, money damage by customers is quite possible
when using current payment systems, such as credit cards for Internet payments. Possible
customers often mention this risk as the main reason why they do not trust a payment service
and for that reason do not create Internet guidelines (McCloskey ,2006).
4- Lack of applicability: Particular web sites don’t support a particular payment means, thus
limiting customer’s ability to pay. Credit cards work just with merchants who have signed-up to
the services of the matching credit card company, and do not support direct business-tobusiness or interpersonal payments (Shih ,2004).
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5-Lack of efficiency: Payments via the Internet can be too small to be handled by existing
payment systems, because of expenditure included in the processing of payments and
transaction. Credit cards are too expensive for effecting small payments and not appropriate for
small transactions. The minimum fixed fee charged to the retailer for processing a transaction
could even go beyond the value of the goods sold, (Guttmann ,2003).

Web Security
Web security define the ability of the web to maintain and keep the personal sensitive
information from any changing, waste, disclosure, destruction or taken by unauthorized people
such as Internet interlopers and hackers. Furthermore the web security system must prevent
unauthorized users to use the computer system and control access to the network block from
inside and outside the corporation (Hopwood ,2001) Security is the heart of E-Commerce and it
has become the most significant issue for its advance (Jun & Punit, 2011)However the two most
important areas avoiding the successful execution of E-Commerce globally are the Internet and
E-Commerce communications security.
According to (Efraim ,2006) the security requirements of E-Commerce can be
considered in a number of ways:
1- The authentication of the partner.
2- The confidentiality of the transactions data.
3- The integrity of the transactions data.
4- The reliability of the E-Commerce system.

According to (Chellappa & Pavlou, 2001) they stated that through the transactions by the
Internet, E-commerce transactions must be considered secure just when all consumers'
sensitive information reaches at its destination without any modification. Basically Internet
transactions are dangerous because the Internet was initially given to the public for sharing
information between each other and not for business aims. For that reason there were no
security tools to support significant business transactions. Therefore without appropriate
security mechanisms to control E-Commerce transactions, customer's sensitive information
become susceptible to web risks such as hackers and Internet interlopers.
The Internet security emphases more on security characters such as, access control,
authenticity, confidentiality, and data integrity. These characters also support to sustain the
security during the transactions process; as a result these characters can aid to minimize
Company's transactions security risks and contribute toward improving perceived web security
of trading partners as well as the general customers. Furthermore there are particular basic
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security requirements for E-Commerce security, which contains authentication, integrity,
confidentiality, availability and privacy (Yam ,2011).
According to (Hsiao ,2003) they observed that firms are still worried about their
information through transfer from one port to another via the Internet network. This is because
the Internet security is still at the rising stage. so it is very significant to sustain the security
reputation in the network and it is based on security perceptions between the transaction
parties.
ELECTRONIC PAYMENT SYSTEMS (EPS)
The favourite e-payment service seems after e-commerce shaped (et al ,2010) E-Payment is
defined as "the transfer of an electronic value of payment from a payer to a payee through an epayment tool" ( Weir, 2006). Prior researcher categorize the instruments used for e-payment as
shown in Fig (1).

Figure 1. Categorization of electronic payment systems
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Kemp ,2013 defined E-money as "Broadly, e-money is defined subject to exclusions as financial
value represented via claim on the issuer that is:
1- Electronically saved.
2- Issued on receipt of moneys for the purpose of creating payment transactions.
3- Accepted as payment via someone other than the issuer.
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New mechanisms discussed by (Tsai ,2010) in deeply which called Web ATMs. By this new
technology the payment of operation can gain and send right in numerous seconds. Additionally
they argued that "With Web ATMs and Web 2.0, we now have a chance to make compensation.
Recent electronic financial services will be more flexible and modular, allowing
capabilities to be added as and when needed on Web. Such secure payment services will not
only spread their sales chances but also benefit to the whole economic advantages, costeffective of banking trade. Most significantly, this does mean that there is a big break through on
the advanced payment device of money flow of e-commence".
KEY INFERENCES AND SUGGESTIONS
(Ma'aitah and shtat, 2011) agreed that Significance of Authorization and Significance of
encryption effect the perceived security of E-finance transactions; these characteristics can
impact toward enhancing the perceptions of the users that the web and online transactions
including E-Finance transaction are safe, and inspire them to use the online system and do
financial transactions electronic.
Some Suggested steps by (Kennedy, 2011) that have to be taken via companies to keep
personal information in the specific security dangers with in organizations. In determining
suitable security measures, companies should:
1- Identify the security threats to the personal information that is being held.
2- Create policies and procedures to decrease those identified threats.
3- Utilise appropriate IT security settings governing system access.
4- Monitor and calculate performance anti related Australian and International criteria.
Tsiakis and Sthephanide (2005) argued the concept of security and trust in electronic
payments. Though they discussed some of requirement and properties essential to construct
positive automatic payment systems as listed follow:
1- Integrity: trust that information has not been altered after the data was sign up.
2- Authentication: The process via which one person proves that another entity is who they
request to be.
3- Cheat avoidance and allowance: prevention of parties from cheat and from economic
damages in the case the system damage or the network declines.
4- Privacy: information must not be exposed to not license people.
6- Transferability: expenditure of symbolic without the need to connection the issuer.
7- Payment anonymity: the payee will recognize only penname of the payer.
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